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The Foundations of British Sociology
Archive is a unique resource of valuable
materials for historical research into the
origins of modern British sociology and
social networks between the 1880s and the
1950s. The archive consists of papers from
the Sociological Society, LePlay House, the
Institute of Sociology and several smaller
subsidiary groups, all part of the early
sociology movement in Britain. It also
contains a large amount of survey material
gathered on field study meetings run by
LePlay House across Britain and Europe, as
well as the papers of prominent members of
the societies Victor and Sybella Branford,
and Alexander and Dorothea Farquharson.
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Members of the societies founded The Sociological Review in 1908, contributed to
early university teaching of Sociology and published many books and papers. The
archive includes personal letters, biographical data, institutional correspondence,
newspaper cuttings, draft speeches, reports of meetings, published plans, town
and regional surveys (including thousands of images) and a variety of other
reports and related materials. Along with an extensive collection of books from
the LePlay House library, this material provides a rich source for social historians
from which may be discovered the developing views of key activists and opinionshapers including:
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